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DEAR STATION MANAGER,

This month's promos for the daily and weekend editions of Highpoint with Ron Zappia are
now available. Please pass these along to your on-air announcers to use in promoting the
program. 
 
Highpoint is a daily and weekend 26-minute program featuring the energetic and
comprehensive Bible teaching of Pastor Ron Zappia.
 
The teaching ministry of Highpoint was launched in 2013 with the purpose of providing
comprehensive teaching from God’s Word through weekly and daily radio broadcasts,
conferences and resources. Listeners tuning in to Highpoint can expect to be encouraged,
challenged, and refreshed by Ron’s honest and impassioned preaching. A seasoned
businessman before he became a pastor, Ron’s life experience allows him to speak with clarity
to men and women from every walk of life. Ron and his wife, Jody, live in Wheaton, Illinois
and have three daughters Allie, Erin and Emily.
 
Thank you for your partnership with Ron Zappia and Highpoint Ministries! We hope these
promotional materials are helpful to you and your staff as you partner with this ministry to
proclaim God’s truth to your community!

Blessings,

Your Media Services Team
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WEEKEND OF OCTOBER 19-20

What’s the most powerful idea in all of Scripture? Find out Saturday/Sunday/today on
Highpoint with Ron Zappia.  You’ll be surprised when you learn the answer … first because
it’s so simple … and second, because it’s so profound.  Join us as we continue the series, More
Than a Man … That's Saturday/Sunday/today at (Time: _____) on Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

WEEKEND OF OCTOBER 26-27

We all love those stories of transformation. Like when the hardened criminal turns his life
around.  Or the bitter, angry person softens to love again.  Or the weak and weary discovers
inner strength and confidence.  But Saturday/Sunday/today on Highpoint with Ron Zappia,
we’re learning that true change only comes from Jesus Christ!  The subject is sanctification
… Saturday/Sunday/today on Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

Weekend of October 12-13

When you’re in a struggle, it can feel like you’re completely alone.  But Jesus is the Good
Shepherd … and you are part of His flock.  This weekend on Highpoint, Ron Zappia teaches
that Jesus is pursuing us, even when we’re not aware of it.  Join us as we continue our series
in the book of John … Saturday/Sunday/today at (Time: _____) on Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

Weekend of October 5-6

Spring water is most pure … when it’s closest to the source.  Why should our spiritual life be
any different?  This weekend on Highpoint, Pastor Ron Zappia encourages us to draw near to
the only source of life … Jesus Christ.  Tune in Saturday/Sunday/today at (Time:_____) to hear
how to follow Jesus, in a series called, More Than a Man … right here on Highpoint with Ron
Zappia.
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1

Moses was a murderer.  David, an adulterer.  And Peter denied Jesus the night before His
crucifixion.  But, despite their failures, God used these men in mighty ways … and He can
use you, too!  This Tuesday/today on Highpoint, we’re looking at the story of the apostle
Peter … to discover the “Power over Failure.” Be sure to listen to Highpoint with Ron
Zappia ... Tuesday/today at (Time ______) on (Station ______)!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2

What makes Jesus worth following?  Wednesday/today on Highpoint, Ron Zappia begins a
new series titled ... More Than a Man.  It’s a biblical and practical look at Jesus Christ—who
He is, what He’s done, and why He’s worth following. You don’t want to miss the start of
this exciting series Wednesday/today at (Time: _____) … on Highpoint with Ron Zappia.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3

Life is never without its storms, but what if God has a purpose for the difficult times in our
lives?  Thursday/today on Highpoint, Ron Zappia offers biblical encouragement … that
every storm is an opportunity to draw nearer to God.  We’re continuing our series titled,
More Than a Man.  Be listening Thursday/today at (Time: _____) … on Highpoint with Ron
Zappia!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4

Spring water is most pure … when it’s closest to the source.  Why should our spiritual
life be any different?  Friday/today on Highpoint, Pastor Ron Zappia encourages us to
draw near to the only source of life … Jesus Christ.  Tune in Friday/today at (Time: _____) on
(Station: _____) to hear how to follow Jesus, in a series called, More Than a Man … on
Highpoint with Ron Zappia.

K N O W  T H E  T R U T H  P R O M O  F R O M  R K  M E D I A

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

With instant streaming videos, instant messaging and texts, and even instant oatmeal …
our culture isn’t used to waiting. Monday/Today, Pastor Ron Zappia explains how to find
contentment by trusting God’s plan … and timing. We’re gaining Sacred Strength over
discontentment as we learn to wait on God. Don’t miss this encouraging message … 
Monday/today … on Highpoint with Ron Zappia ... right here on (Station: _____) at (Time:
_____)!
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8

With so many messages vying for our attention these days, how can we discern Jesus’ voice
from the rest?  Tuesday/today on Highpoint with Ron Zappia, we’ll hear an encouraging
message about how we can recognize the voice of our Shepherd.  It’s from the Gospel of
John, and it’s part of our series called ... More Than a Man.  Be sure to listen to Highpoint
with Ron Zappia Tuesday/today at (Time ______) ... Right here on (Station ______)!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9 

When was the last time you heard the voice of God? Wednesday on Highpoint, Ron Zappia
shares a powerful message about the guidance Jesus offers us through that still, small voice
inside.  Join us as we continue the series titled … More Than a Man.  It’s a study in the
Gospel of John, Wednesday/today on (Station: _____) at (Time _____) … on Highpoint with
Ron Zappia!

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7

Do you ever think that you’re too broken, too flawed for God to use?  Well … what if God
works best in our weakness?  Monday/today on Highpoint with Ron Zappia, you’ll hear an
encouraging message about how God can transform our lives and even use our failures
when we step out in faith.  Don’t miss the message Monday/today at (Time: ___) … on
Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10

People sometimes go to extremes to gratify their cravings.  But in the end, there’s only one
thing that truly satisfies the heart.  Thursday/today on Highpoint, Pastor Ron shows us that
Jesus cares about us, and wants to fulfill us.  He proved it on the cross.  Join us as we
continue the series called, More Than a Man … Thursday/today at (Time _____)
on Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11

When you’re in a struggle, it can feel like you’re completely alone.  But if you’ve accepted
Jesus as Savior, you’re in the hands of the Good Shepherd … and you’re a part of His flock. 
Friday on Highpoint, Ron Zappia teaches that Jesus is with us and he never leaves us!  Join
us as we continue our series in the Gospel of John on Highpoint with Ron Zappia …
Friday/today at (Time ______) ... right here on (Station ______).
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15

Ever feel like the bottom’s dropped out of your life?  Maybe some issues or relationships
just seem beyond salvaging.  But Jesus is in the business of bringing life where there was
death.  Tuesday on Highpoint with Ron Zappia, we’re looking at the Gospel of John to find
hope when life seems hopeless. Be sure to listen to Highpoint with Ron Zappia
Tuesday/today at (Time ______) ... Right here on (Station ______)!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16

When you became a Christian, you embraced the promise of new life.  Not just in the
future … but right now.  Wednesday/today on Highpoint, Pastor Ron Zappia describes how
the grace and peace of Jesus Christ can radically transform your life and make you brand
new. Join us for a study in the Gospel of John … Wednesday/today at (Time: _____) on
Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

MONDAY, OCTOBER 14

We know that Jesus saves us, but have you ever wondered if He cares about your everyday
life?  Monday on Highpoint with Ron Zappia, we’ll discover that not only does Jesus care …
but He meets us in our pain … and weeps with us.  Hear this encouraging message from the
Gospel of John … Monday/today at (Time: _____) on Highpoint, with Ron Zappia!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17

The Bible promises that when we follow Jesus … He transforms us from the inside
out.  But what does that look like?  And how do we know these changes are for real?  That’s
the topic Thursday/today on Highpoint with Ron Zappia … as we continue the eye-opening
series called More Than a Man.  Listen Thursday/today at (Time: _____) on (Station: _____) …
to Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18

What’s the most powerful idea in all of Scripture? Find out Friday/today on Highpoint with
Ron Zappia.  You’ll be surprised when you learn the answer … first because it’s so simple …
and second, because it’s so profound.  Join us as we continue the series, More Than a Man
… Friday/today at (Time: _____) on Highpoint with Ron Zappia!
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22

Tuesday/today on Highpoint with Ron Zappia, we’ll discover that Jesus chose us before the
foundation of the world.  If you’re in Christ, you’ve been adopted by God, and you’ve been
given all the privileges and responsibilities that go along with that status!  Learn what
Jesus says about The True You.  It’s a message about spiritual adoption ... Tuesday/today at
(Time: _____) on Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23

Wednesday/today on Highpoint, Ron Zappia explains how God’s forgiveness puts us on a
whole new trajectory. If you’re in Christ, you’re forgiven—set free from guilt and shame. 
Set free to be The True You!  It’s a message from Pastor Ron’s newest series.  Don’t miss
learning more about your identity in Christ … Wednesday/today at (Time: _____) on
Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21

What’s the secret to abiding in Christ and experiencing His love on a daily
basis?  That’s the topic Monday/today on ... Highpoint with Ron Zappia.  We’re continuing
a study in the Gospel of John called, More Than a Man … and you’re invited to join us as we
go deeper into God’s Word! … Monday/today at (Time: _____) on Highpoint, with Ron
Zappia!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24

Have you ever done something out of character and then said, “What was I thinking?” 
Thursday/today on Highpoint, Pastor Ron explains that when our thinking gets off track,
we’ll forget whose we are!  When we belong to Jesus, we’re given a new identity and a new
way of thinking.  Listen Thursday/today at (Time: _____) on (Station: _____) … to Highpoint
with Ron Zappia!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25

We all love those stories of transformation. Like when the hardened criminal turns his life
around.  Or the bitter, angry person softens to love again.  Or the weak and weary
discovers inner strength and confidence.  But Friday/today on Highpoint with Ron Zappia,
we’re learning that true change only comes from Jesus Christ!  The subject is sanctification
… Friday/today at (Time: _____) right here on (Station: _____) ...  on Highpoint with Ron
Zappia!
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29

Tuesday/today on Highpoint, Ron Zappia describes the peace that comes from a genuine
relationship with Jesus Christ.  It’s not the peace the world strives for; it’s not the peace
that comes from ideal circumstances.  It’s a deep inner peace that allows you to weather
any storm, knowing that Jesus is with you and for you!  Learn more ... Tuesday/today at
(Time: _____) on  Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30

What’s the most important decision you can every make? Is it who you’ll marry?  Or where
you’ll live?  Wednesday/today on Highpoint, Ron Zappia explains that the most important
decision you can make will determine your eternal destiny.  We’re discovering the heart of
the gospel in a message called Blessed Beyond Belief … Wednesday/today at (Time: _____)
 … on Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28

What does freedom look like to you? Setting your own schedule?  Making your own rules? 
The truth about freedom is our topic Monday/today on ... Highpoint with Ron Zappia. 
We’re continuing a study about our identity in Jesus Christ.  When we’re in Christ, we
experience the truth and transformation that sets us free!  Listen Monday/today at (Time:
_____) on (Station: _____) … to Highpoint with Ron Zappia!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31

When we’re trying to do things in our own strength, we’ll run out of gas.  But when we’re
in Christ, we’re given an endless source of power. Thursday/today on Highpoint, Pastor
Ron explains the role of the Holy Spirit in the life of every believer.  When you come to
Christ, the Holy Spirit leads, guides and fuels your faith. Don’t miss … Thursday/today at
(Time: _____)… on Highpoint with Ron Zappia.
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